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THE PLAN FOR TODAY 

•  What is Collective Impact? 
• Outlining types of Collaboration 
• Define Collective Impact: Is it something new? 
• Differentiate between Collective and Isolated Impact 
• 5 Necessary Conditions for Collective Impact to Occur 

•  Wisdom sharing  
• Outline key elements  

• Working together for the long haul   
•  Focusing efforts 

• What do we need to put in place for this to work? 



FROM ISOLATION TO COLLABORATION 

Where does the solution lie? 

Government 

Business Nonprofits 



TYPES OF ISSUES 

Technical 
Issues 

Adaptive 
Issues 



TYPES OF COLLABORATIVES 

Many types and many terms 

Funder collaborative 

Public-private partnerships 

Multi-stakeholder collaborative 

Social sector networks 

Collective impact initiatives 



•  Funders pooling $ 
•  No plan of action 
•  Little if any shareholder 

engagement 
•  No shared measurement 

system 

FUNDER COLLABORATIVE 

Kania, J. & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact. Stanford Social 
Innovation Review, Winter 2011, pp. 35-41. 



•  Government & Private Sector 
Partnerships 

•  Narrow Target 
•  Limited Stakeholder 

engagement 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS 

Kania, J. & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact. Stanford Social 
Innovation Review, Winter 2011, pp. 35-41. 



•  Volunteer or grant 
required activity 

•  Common theme 
•  May lack infrastructure, 

accountability, and 
shared measurement 

MULTI-STAKEHOLDER INITIATIVES 

Kania, J. & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact. Stanford Social 
Innovation Review, Winter 2011, pp. 35-41. 



•  Purposeful relationships 
•  Short-term action 
•  Emphasis on 

information sharing 

SOCIAL SECTOR NETWORKS 

Kania, J. & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact. Stanford Social 
Innovation Review, Winter 2011, pp. 35-41. 



•  Common Agenda 
•  Shared Measurement Systems 
•  Mutually Reinforcing Activities 
•  Continuous Communication 
•  Backbone Support 

Organizations 

COLLECTIVE IMPACT INITIATIVES 

Kania, J. & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact. Stanford Social 
Innovation Review, Winter 2011, pp. 35-41. 



Level Purpose of relationship Structure of relationship Process of accomplishing work 

Network  * Dialog and common 
understanding 
* Exchange information 
* Create support base for work 

* Loose/flexible link  
* Roles loosely defined  
* Community action is primary link among 
members 

* Low-key leadership   
* Minimal decision making  
* Little conflict  
* Informal communication 

Alliance * Match needs and provide 
coordination  
* Limit duplication of services  
* Ensure tasks are done 

* Central body of people as communication 
hub  
* Semi-formal links  
* Roles somewhat defined   
* Links are advisory  
* Group leverages/raises money 

* Facilitative leaders 
* Complex decision making  
* Some conflict  
* Formal communications within the 
central group 

Partnership * Share resources to address 
common issues 
* Merge resource base to create 
something new 

* Central body of people consists of 
decision makers  
* Roles defined  
* Links formalized  
* Group develops new resources and joint 
budget 

* Autonomous leadership but focus 
in on issue  
* Group decision making in central 
and subgroups  
* Communication is frequent and 
clear 

Coalition * Share ideas and be willing to pull 
resources from existing systems  
* Develop commitment for a 
minimum of three years 

* All members involved in decision making  
* Roles and time defined 
* Links formal with written agreement  
* Group develops new resources and joint 
budget 

* Shared leadership 
* Decision making formal with all 
members  
* Communication is common and 
prioritized 

Collaboration * Accomplish shared vision and 
impact benchmarks  
* Build interdependent system to 
address issues and opportunities 

* Consensus used in shared decision 
making  
* Roles, time and evaluation formalized  
* Links are formal and written in work 
assignments 

* Leadership high, trust level high, 
productivity high  
* Ideas and decisions equally 
shared  
* Highly developed communication 



COLLABORATION 
Purpose 
 Accomplish shared vision and impact benchmarks 
 Build interdependent systems 
Structure 
 Consensus used in shared decision making 
 Roles, time and evaluation formalized 
 Links are formal and written in work assignments  
Process 
 Leadership high, trust level high, productivity high 
 Ideas and decisions equally shared 
 Highly developed communication      

Bergstrom, A., Clark, R., Hogue, T., Perkins, D., Slinski, M. 
(1995). Collaboration framework: Addressing community 
capacity.  University of New Mexico: The National Network 
for Collaboration. 



QUALITY OVER QUANTITY 

 Shifting from isolated impact to collective impact is not merely a matter 
of encouraging more collaboration or public-private partnerships. It 
requires a systemic approach to social impact that focuses on the 
relationships between organizations and the progress toward shared 
objectives. And it requires the creation of a new set of 
nonprofit management organizations that have the skills and resources 
to assemble and coordinate the specific elements necessary for 
collective action to succeed. 

 Kania, J. & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact. Stanford Social Innovation 
Review, Winter 2011, pp. 39. 



SHARING COLLABORATION EXPERIENCES  

Working in collaboration can be hard, but at 
times it really comes together and huge gains are 
made as individual contributions are maximized 
by the work of the group. Our impact can 
maximized when individual actions realize 
tremendous gains through group momentum and 
synergy.  Tell the story of a time where you were 
involved in a collaboration that really took off.  
Where there was true alignment of vision, 
activities and measurement. 



WHEN SYNERGY HAPPENS 

What was the result and what do you think would have 
propelled your work into even greater impact? 



RESOURCES 

Collective Impact 
http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/collective_impact 

Collaboration Framework 
http://crs.uvm.edu/nnco/collab/framework.html 

CYFERnet 
http://www.cyfernet.org 



Quick survey 

We are going to direct you to a link to a 2 minute survey.  If you give 
us your name and email we will send you a certificate of 
completion for your records. 

http://harvest.cals.ncsu.edu/surveybuilder/form.cfm?testID=14575 


